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InfoGuard partners with Vulcan Cyber to bring complete Cyber Risk 

Management to DACH Region 

InfoGuard, the Swiss expert for cyber security and cyber defence, today announced a new partnership with 

Vulcan Cyber, developers of the cyber risk management platform for infrastructure, application and cloud 

vulnerabilities, in the DACH region. InfoGuard will deliver Vulcan Cyber vulnerability and asset risk 

management solutions for cloud-native infrastructure to enterprises organizations across Switzerland, 

Germany and Austria. Together, InfoGuard and Vulcan Cyber will help large security security teams 

orchestrate and automate cyber risk mitigation initiatives more efficiently and effectively than ever. 

Most enterprise cyber security teams use multiple vulnerability scanners for each attack surface. These tools generate 

an overwhelming volume of data forcing security teams to manually aggregate and correlate scan data with asset data 

to identify the cyber risk that matters most to the business. Vulcan Cyber has developed the industry's first unified 

cyber risk and security posture management platform built to specifically to address the most-common risk 

management challenges at scale. Vulcan Cyber helps businesses manage the full vulnerability remediation lifecycle to 

reduce risk and secure critical assets across application, cloud and IT environments. The platform orchestrates and 

automates the work of vulnerability remediation while measuring the efficacy of the program through configurable 

analytics. 

“When you factor in cloud and application adoption, the vast scale of modern IT environments poses a significant 

security challenge that only grows more severe as time goes on. Vulcan Cyber allows our customers to take a holistic 

view of their cyber security posture through a central dashboard to strategically deploy automated resources to combat 

threats based on business-critical context unique to a given enterprise,” said Stefan Thomann, Chief Sales Officer at 

InfoGuard. “Our partnership with Vulcan Cyber enables our customers to make strategic cybersecurity decisions based 

on business risk, an essential evolution for modern security teams.” 

“The modern attack surface continues to expand, and a more comprehensive, centralized approach to cyber risk 

management is essential,” said Frederic Saulet, Head of EMEA for Vulcan Cyber. “Our partnership with InfoGuard AG 

will ensure users in the region will be able to prioritize and respond to cyber threats with precision based on business 

risk. The Vulcan Cyber risk management platform is used by these teams to proactively improve cyber security posture 

at enterprise scale.” 

The Vulcan Cyber platform integrates with more than 100 vulnerability scanners, asset, collaboration and remediation 

tools to orchestrate and track the cyber risk management and remediation lifecycle by correlating and prioritizing 

vulnerabilities, curating and delivering the best remedies, and automating mitigation processes at scale through the last 

mile of remediation. 
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 About InfoGuard 

InfoGuard AG is a specialist in comprehensive cyber security. Its expertise covers customised services 

in the sector of security consulting and security audits, as well as in the architecture and integration of leading network and 

security solutions. The Swiss cyber security expert provides cloud, managed and SOC services from the ISO 27001 certified and 

ISAE 3000 Type 2 compliant InfoGuard Cyber Defence Center in Switzerland. InfoGuard has its headquarters in Baar/Zug with 

offices in Bern, Munich, and Vienna. 200 security experts providing cyber security for over 400 customers in Switzerland, 

Germany, and Austria every day. InfoGuard is ISO/IEC 27001:2013 certified, a member of FIRST (Global Forum of Incident 

Response and Security Teams) and a qualified APT Response service provider by the BSI (German Federal Office for Information 

Security). 

You will find additional information about InfoGuard AG’s products and services as well as all press releases at: 

https://www.infoguard.ch/en 

 

About Vulcan Cyber 

Vulcan Cyber has developed the industry's first cyber risk management platform, built to help businesses reduce vulnerability and 

asset risk through measurable and efficient attack surface security. Vulcan Cyber orchestrates and tracks the vulnerability 

remediation lifecycle from scan to fix by aggregating risk and asset data, prioritizing vulnerabilities using business context, 

curating and delivering the best remedies, and automating mitigation processes through the last mile of remediation. Vulcan Cyber 

is proud to offer Vulcan Free, VulnRX and MITRE Mapper as freemium SaaS solutions for IT security teams at businesses of all 

sizes. The unique capability of the Vulcan Cyber platform has garnered Vulcan Cyber recognition as a 2019 Gartner Cool Vendor 

and as a 2020 RSA Conference Innovation Sandbox finalist. https://vulcan.io 

Vulcan Cyber solutions are available immediately through InfoGuard AG. For more information, please visit 

https://www.infoguard.ch/en/partners/vulcan-cyber/vulnerability-management-platform  
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